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Ace Toronto Discussion Notes: July 15, 2018
“Fandom & Media”

8 attendees

 Respect guidelines (available here)
 Introductions: Names and pronouns shared; 

Q: Does anyone know of any specific ace representation in media of any kind? 
• Jughead [Comics]

o He is asexual In the comics, not the show [Riverdale]
o We’re very sad that they didn’t include his orientation in the show
o Chip Zdarsky – the comics creator who identified Jughead’s asexuality specifically 

TV shows:

• Sheldon from The Big Bang Theory [TV show]
o Referenced as being probably ace because of his portrayal, but it’s not positive 

representation
o But nothing in the show is really positive representation! 

• Rafael from Shadowhunters [Netflix series]
o Minor character – appears in one episode
o The rest of show has gay stuff
o Filmed in Toronto – ex. Allen Gardens is the exterior of the Institute 
o Rafael is definitely asexual but it’s not made clear whether he's aromantic
o Cassandra Clare said he's aroace, but the show didn't confirm
o Discussion members are glad that his orientation was put in the show (unlike 

Dumbledore’s erasure in Harry Potter) 
• Todd from Bojack Horseman [Netflix series]

◦ Todd comes out as asexual 
◦ Show’s humour is a little… not dark but cynical
◦ In one episode he goes to an ace meetup - "how do I be ace?" 

Books:

• Nancy from Every Heart a Doorway by Seanan McGuire [fantasy novella]
◦ Main character is ace, book is fantasy (doesn't focus on ace experiences) 
◦ Although Nancy does express some of her ace experiences a couple times, enough to explain 

what it is to anyone who wasn’t aware
◦ Book has other queer characters, plus more representation in other books in series [Wayward

Children series]
• Alice from Let's Talk About Love by Claire Kann [YA romance novel]

◦ Biromantic ace protagonist, Black girl
◦ Group members who’ve read it thought it was decent, cute; expressed frustration at the fact 

that characters don't know what they want the whole time
◦ YA (Young Adult), realistic fiction 
◦ Another commenter: “Sounds realistic that they don't know what they want!” 

https://acetoronto.wordpress.com/accessibility/respect-guidlines/
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• Tori from Quicksilver (and Ultraviolet) by RJ Anderson [YA Science Fiction novels] [SPOILERS 
BELOW]
◦ Sci fi
◦ 1st book in series is about another girl (but Tori makes an appearance), 2nd has ace 

protagonist Tori
◦ She's an alien but they make it clear that that's not why she's ace - which is good because 

“the asexual alien” is a common trope
• Guardian of the Dead by Karen Healey and Demonosity by Amanda Ashby [YA fantasy novels]

◦ Both were alright
◦ In both books, the main character had an "ace best friend" like the gay best friend trope – it’s 

implied they don't really have much else going on (i.e. romantic relationships) so can be 
protagonist’s sidekick 

◦ Ace character was equated with being aromantic, so the orientations were not fully explained
• Heart of Aces [romance anthology]

◦ Short story anthology from 2012, all stories about asexuality or with asexual characters 
◦ Indie published 
◦ Mediocre overall like anthologies

• Coffee Cake by Michaela Grey [romance novel]
◦ Has ace character, probably homoromantic but discussion member hasn't read it yet

• Tash Hearts Tolstoy by K.E. Ormsbee [YA novel]
◦ Main character, Tash, is asexual 
◦ Tash and her friends create a webseries that’s a modern adaptation of a Tolstoy novel
◦ When the story begins, she already knows she’s asexual and has come out to her closest 

friends, but spends the novel figuring out what her orientation means for her and her 
relationships 

Discussion about how the queer section in Indigo is mostly nonfiction; youth sections (YA, middle grade 
genres) are where the fictional representation tends to appear, but those sections aren’t usually 
separated by genre or with an LGBTQIA+ section

We began discussing podcasts and other media with ace representation.

Podcasts:

• Chloe from The Bright Sessions [Sci-fi audio drama] [MINOR SPOILERS BELOW]
o One of major characters is ace 
o Concept: Focuses on people who have powers, called "atypicals"; one character is a 

therapist who works with atypical patients; podcast is framed as recorded therapy 
sessions

o Ace character is a mind reader
• Sally from Ars Paradoxica [Sci-fi podcast]

o Scientist Dr. Sally Grissom is accidentally sent backwards in time, where she is stranded 
and forced to work on projects for the government 

o The discussion member who mentioned it had just begun listening and hadn’t yet reached
any mention of her asexuality 
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• Alice from Friend of the Family [Comedy horror/urban fantasy podcast]
o Concept: a hokey, cheesy play on fantasy tropes where a teenage girl named Alice is 

currently the “Hunter”, a title that is passed down through her family, and is tasked with 
hunting various monsters. Her hunting partner is a vampire who she completely hates 
(unlike in stories like Twilight)

o Around 30 episodes in it’s confirmed explicitly that Alice is “asexual, and probably 
aromantic” 

o Friend of the Family is one of several podcasts on the feed called “Strange N Unusual” by 
C. Paras (the discussion member who mentioned this podcast has not listened to the 
other shows on the feed) 

• Jonathan from The Magnus Archives [Horror podcast]
o Main character 
o Concept: Horror anthology podcast framed as recorded statements from institute that 

deals with horror-related stuff
o Horror-y lovecraftian without being explicitly lovecraftian 
o Eventually gets overarching story, spooky, body horror 
o One character is almost definitely confirmed as ace (word asexual not used) in one of the 

recent episodes 

• Holly from Oakpodcast [audio drama/ARG (Augmented Reality Game)]
◦ Concept: A homeless autistic ex-military person starts sending distress messages to her team; 

and listeners slowly get clues about her past 
◦ Discussion member expressed confusion about the plot, as a lot is deliberately left vague, but 

enjoyed the characters and voice acting enough to listen through the short series
◦ Holly’s asexuality is not explicitly mentioned in the podcast, but the wiki describes her as 

“mostly asexual” 

Discussion about headcanons

• Headcanon: your personal description of a character, what you want the character to be
o Ex. "I headcanon Mulder from The X-Files as ace" or "Harry was bisexual and you can't tell

me he wasn't, fuck you JK Rowling" 
• Sherlock Holmes

o The books, definitely
o Also the version from BBC Steven Moffatt show Sherlock(played by Benedict 

Cumberbatch) because he’s very disinterested in that kind of thing 
o When asked "Do you have a boyfriend? Girlfriend?" he replied "not my area" 

• Doctor Who
o Nine (Ninth Doctor) and Rose - queerplatonic relationship vibe

• Luke Skywalker and Rey from Star Wars
o A member asks, Weren’t the jedi not supposed to have relationships? 

 Well, there's a lot we disagree on how the jedi do things! 
• Katniss Everdeen from The Hunger Games

o Different members headcanon her as ace or as demi 
• One person headcanons a group of people in Stormlight Archive by Brandon Sanderson, but 

would spoil important plot points to explain 
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• Pacific Rim movie [SPOILERS BELOW] 
o Read relationship between Mako and Raleigh as queerplatonic
o At the end of the movie, discussion members were happy when the two didn’t kiss 

despite having an opportunity to
• The X-Files [SPOILERS BELOW]

o Headcanon Mulder and Scully as queerplatonic (at least for first five seasons)
o Member just ignores the fact that they got together romatically in canon
o Queerplatonic: close relationship that isn't romantic but not adequately described by 

friendship. Could be platonic life partner, but does not have to be
o Members dislike when writers put characters together like these two, or Bones and 

another character from the Bones TV show, just because they’re there

• Bad asexual representation in House [TV show]
o Patients are an asexual couple, House managed to prove that he wasn't ace, turned out to

be some medical thing affecting libido, girlfriend was faking being ace to be with him and 
was happy to find out he isn’t actually ace

o Another doctor tried to explain that it’s a whole community but House said no 
o Trivia: In the original script the guy was actually ace, but writers said that House always 

has to be right so demanded changes to the script 
 So why couldn’t he have been right about them being ace and the mystery about 

something else??? 
• Trope of main male and main female character getting together at the end - hate this trope

o Agents of SHIELD - two characters who are best friends, but within first season it was all 
about how he was in love with her and she didn't notice

• Game of Thrones [SPOILERS BELOW]
o Varys the spymaster is asexual - confirmed as much as you can in a medieval setting 
o Spoiler – a character who is bi was talking to Varys about before he became a eunuch – 

“were you into guys or girls?” Varys replies “neither”. Says it simplifies things because you 
can focus on other things

o He’s a minor character and is a eunuch but it was clear that it's not related. 
o He's a cool character (as much as any of the characters are not terrible people) 

• Video games
o Games created by Choice Of Games –Choose Your Own Adventure-style text-based 

bames
 Many of the games allow you to play as different orientations, including (explicitly 

in the game’s description) asexual 
 Many also let you choose your pronouns 

o Guenevere 
 A free online text-based game where you play as Guenevere in Arthurian legend 
 If you turn down a particular character for sex early on, a prompt comes up in the 

story along the lines of “Truthfully, the reason I turned them down is:” and allows 
you to choose from different options including “I’m not into [gender]” and “I’m not
interested in sex with anyone” (paraphrasing) 

o Long Story
 Visual novel
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 High school dating sim
 Can date one of five characters with various genders, or choose not to date 

anyone at all
 Also allows you to choose from he/him, she/her, and they/them pronouns
 Available on Steam, iOS, and Android (first chapter is free) 

o Borderlands 2 
 Writers have confirmed that the Siren class character, Maya, was written as 

asexual
 But this is not made explicit in game 

• Tamora Pierce [YA fantasy author] is doing that lately - saying xyz character is a certain identity 
but not making it express in the book. Better than nothing

• Expressed frustration at when a reader asks an author "this character seemed ace" and author 
says "yes that's how I wrote it" vs  just coming out and saying it explicitly 

• The Walking Dead [SPOILERS BELOW]
o Had the opposite problem 
o In The Talking Dead aftershow, the fan headcanon of Daryl Dixon being asexual came up
o The writers said he's definitely not ace 
o Expressed frustration at this as well – let us have our headcanons! 

• Daughter of Smoke and Bone series by Laini Taylor [YA fantasy novels] [SPOILERS BELOW]
o Seen on lists of ace representation, but it's a real stretch for the character 
o Character basically says "I'm not interested because of a trauma and we're in the middle 

of a war so I don't have time" 
o And gets "healed" because she gets together with someone romantically 
o If you read it as ace then it's a healing trope, not good, frustrating
o But is otherwise a good series

• Charlie Weasley from Harry Potter
o Widespread headcanon
o Interview with JK - someone asked “is Charlie gay, he never had a girlfriend or anything”

 She replied “No, Dumbledore's gay, Charlie's more interested in dragons”
 Headcanon is so common that it's alluded to in fanfiction – ex. His mom is 

constantly asking if he found anyone
 And dragons are an ace symbol (happened before the Charlie headcanon) 

 Could be partly because people thing we don't exist and dragons are 
coolest mythical creature

 Krakens are also cool 
 Debate about whether krakens are based on giant squid or octopus and 

how many tentacles it has. Jellyfish? Man of war? Maybe we're thinking of 
the Tentacruel Pokemon. 

 Debate inconclusive 
 Joke: How many tickles does it take to make a squid laugh? Ten tickles. 

• Back to Jughead: Chip's run was fairly well received and he is a good writer
• Valley of the Silk Sky by Dylan Edwards [sci-fi webcomic]

o Bee-like aliens that are all ace
o Artist is on ace spectrum himself
o Artist may be local (from Toronto)? Has appeared at the Toronto Comic Arts Festival 

frequently  
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• Eth’s Skin by Sfé Monster [Fantasy webcomic] 
o Major character is ace
o Canadian webcomic, currently on hiatus 
o Fantasy, fictional British Columbia, main conflict is that maincharacter (who’s nonbinary) 

accidentally stole a selkie skin (mythical creature that is a seal in water, takes skin off like a
cloak and is human on land, can't go back in water if skin is stolen) 

o Ace character - part of ace explanation is selkie says I don't like you because you stole my 
skin and now we have to go on quest to get it back, and person says he's not interested at 
all so is immune to selkie attraction 

• Heartless by Emily Griggs [fantasy webcomic] 
o Victorian adventure with vampires
o Protagonist is ace girl

• Girls with Slingshots by Danielle Corsetto [webcomic]
o Daily comics (not necessarily ongoing) webcomic
o Girl and girlfriend’s daily life 
o Has ace representation 

 
Q: Any stereotypes that people notice about with ace characters or characters who are coded as ace - 
any stereotypes or common tropes?

• They’re aliens
• They’re asexual “because they’re also autistic” 
• Or a robot - like Data from Star Trek 
• Or eccentric geniuses 
• A lot of books assume that they're also aromantic or don't bother explaining the difference 
• The "main" characters that people frequently headcanon as ace or aro are aliens or weird in 

other ways. Not necessarily bad but is a thing 
o Because the aliens are "awkward" or "don’t understand regular/human behaviour" 
o With Data - they used his sexual relationship with Tasha Yar as proof that he's human and 

not a robot - he kept some object given to him by someone who then died… not explicit 
connection but it was there

o Could be we headcanon these characters as ace because those are the only options - if 
everyone “normal” has to be paired up then we only have people to relate to who don't 
display attraction because of being alien or whatever

o Angela Lansbury is too old (but she did have relationship at one point) - starts off being a 
widow

• In sci fi there have to be lots of different relationships, romantic, sexual
o Closest is Farscape where pilot is "bonded" to ship - ship is sentient, pilot is massive 

crustacean and has access to ship's thoughts 
o Discussion member gives some other highlights of Farscape and now a bunch of other 

group members want to watch it 
o Although they (the show) didn't take the opportunity to make it super queer or positive 
o Ex. sentient trees are canonically (often?) bisexual 
o Farscape is a late 90s Australian sci fi, 2 characters are animatronic puppets, doesn't take 

itself too seriously 
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o Some stuff with terrible implications ex. intersex character(s), domestic violence, 
homophobic tropes, so watch it critically and keep in mind it's all just super weird stuff 
anyway

• Expressed disappointment with when sci fi has aliens but doesn't make a bunch of characters 
queer. In the future why wouldn't they be queer? 

• Stargate SG1 [SPOILERS BELOW]
o near the end with Vala and Mitchell (last few seasons of SG1-- not ace!-- sort of QP 

between Vala and Daniel in a weird way, ignoring the cannonically “it never-happened 
because time rewinding” finale part) 

o Also – the actors of two main characters on Farscape then do main characters on SG1 so 
there are inside jokes (when Vala is first introduced) 

Q: Do other people like to engage with fandom stuff like fanart, fanfiction, fan communities, etc.? 

• Fandom is a nice place to get the ace representation that isn't actually in the text of the media 
• “Whenever I see ace stuff I wonder if the creator is ace” 
• Opinion: there's a larger percentage of people writing ace stuff who are ace than there is people 

writing gay stuff who are gay (especially slash between two males) - mostly women 
• Because we're often the ones who are more interested in having that representation for 

ourselves
o Less of a fetish thing than gay slash fic can be

• A lot of fanfic is shippy
o If they do have ace chars they're demi, sex-favourable, at least alloromantic/zedromantic 
o Just as a way to plug in the representation 
o On AO3 (Archive Of Our Own) you can see the relationship and whether it's rated explicit, 

can stay away from those if you want when looking for ace fic
o There are a decent number of fics where one character is ace and they actually talk about 

it and decide the couple won't have sex because one is ace 
 These are probably written because the author is ace and wants the conversation 

to happen
o Some are cute poly – “you can sleep with this person but I'm ace so I won't sleep with 

you”
o More poly stuff in fanfic now
o Latest Star Wars trilogy - Finnpoe but don't want Rey left out, but Rey and Finn is also 

great, how about they're all together <3 
• Boring when it's sci-fi or fantasy and there’s another culture that has exactly the same sexualities 

and genders and stuff as humans. Why would the author do that instead of something else 
o Lack of imagination
o "These aliens are like human women but blue!" "What if they have different eyebrows?" 
o Star Trek has tried but failed miserably - Andorians have 4 genders and need 4 to couple, 

some outliers only couple with 2, then it turns out there are 2 masculine and 2 feminine 
o Or if all of a species are supposed to be androgynous and one outcast identifies with 

women… then of course gets together with Riker
o Vulcans - species supposed to be ace except for every 7 years - can be interpreted as ace 

most of the time
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 But Spock – writers keep doing things like he's half human or he’s on some planet 
with magic flowers so he's interested in a woman 

 Gets temporary girlfriend in an episode then has to leave 
 Vulcans are emotionless otherwise - then there’s Pon Farr and everyone meets on 

a planet 
 Discussion of Kirk/Spock and their fighting during Pon Farr 

• Tolkien - don't elves grow from plants, according to the backstory? 
o Maybe not but they don't reproduce sexually at the start (in The Silmarillion) 
o Some mythological origin story 

• In Stargate - the Asgard are all asexual but they're literally all clones - that's how they reproduce. 
They clone themselves technologically so that's why they can't “ascend”, it's a quirk in their 
biology (ascending is a Stargate thing) 

• Indie and self-published works are more likely to have niche representation like ace stuff - don't 
have to worry about publishers trying to market it 

• Harry Potter and the Methods of Rationality – fanfic recommendation (not ace-related) 
o If Petunia married someone who was a scientist who wants to learn how magic works –

scientist raises Harry using scientific methods and conducts experiments as he goes to 
Hogwarts 

• Actual historical figures appearing in fictionalized form
◦ In Sanctuary (Canadian sci-fi show that was promising then went downhill) 

o Nikola Tesla is in it but clearly not ace (is constantly sexually harassing people and 
interactions with some women when not sexually harassing them suggests he's not 
asexual). He’s also a vampire and Jewish, though he was neither in real life (weird 
representation, like Howard Wolowitz in The Big Bang Theory, Schmidt in New Girl, 
someone named Schmidt in another show – overly sexual Jewish man, probably virgin, 
lives with mom) 

o In real life, Tesla had a thing with a pigeon - not clearly ace but could have been on ace 
spectrum

o Ends in last episode with Nikola and Helen having the most awkward onscreen kiss one 
discussion member has ever seen 

• Discussion of other cheesy Canadian sci-fi (and other) shows
o The Listener
o Dark Matter 
o Degrassi (not sci-fi) - one character was maybe a canon ace lesbian character, but no she's

just dying - then they tried to retcon her into being straight… 
 Degrassi has quite a few lesbian, bi, gay, trans characters
 There's a Jewish genderqueer / non-binary character in the current generation - 

but in an earlier season was severely sexually harassing and bullying someone as 
part of the group-bullying from the video game club (who said a bunch of 
misogynistic stuff and they get shut down, and it goes from there)

• One Day at a Time [Netflix sitcom] also has a nonbinary character
o Good balance of getting into social issues but being lighthearted and genuinely funny 


